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Abstract

In this paper, we describe a cross-morpheme pronunciation 

variation model which is especially useful for constructing 

morpheme-based pronunciation lexicon for Korean LVCSR. 

There are a lot of pronunciation variations occurring at 

morpheme boundaries in continuous speech. Since phonemic 

context together with morphological category and morpheme 

boundary information affect Korean pronunciation variations, 

we have distinguished pronunciation variation rules according 

to the locations such as within a morpheme, across a 

morpheme boundary in a compound noun, across a morpheme 

boundary in an eojeol, and across an eojeol boundary. In 

33K-morpheme Korean CSR experiment, an absolute 

improvement of 1.16% in WER from the baseline 

performance of 23.17% WER is achieved by modeling cross-

morpheme pronunciation variations with a context-dependent 

multiple pronunciation lexicon. 

1. Introduction 

It is well known that reflecting pronunciation variations into 

the lexicon improves the CSR’s performance. Usually the 

baseline lexicon contains a single pronunciation per each 

entry. However, due to coarticulation a lot of the 

pronunciation variations occur across boundaries of lexical 

entries [1][2]. 

A morpheme is defined as the minimal grammatical unit 

or the minimal meaningful unit of language [4]. The spacing 

unit in Korean orthography is called eojeol, which results 

from combining substantial and formal morphemes. Since 

Korean is an agglutinative language, eojeol has different 

properties from the spacing unit, word in English. Hundreds 

of eojeols can be easily generated from a given root word by 

combining substantial and formal morphemes. Since it is 

impractical to use all the combinations of morphemes as 

lexical entries of pronunciation lexicon, most Korean LVCSR 

systems choose morphemes as basic analysis units for lexical 

and language models.

One problem in using morphemes as lexical units for CSR 

systems is that many morphemes have two or more different 

realizations, called allomorphs, determined by the final sound 

in the stem to which they are added. Furthermore, lexical 

variations for nouns are appeared to be particular due to 

compounding or phrase words in Korean. In English, multi-

words [5] are used to provide a solution combining the ease 

of modeling at the lexical level with the need to model 

crossword variations. For similar reasons, sound-based 

pseudo-morphemes and multi-morphemes obtained by 

concatenating morphemes are widely used for Korean CSR[8]. 

In a multiple-morpheme-based pronunciation lexicon, 

morpheme boundaries are included in a multi-morpheme 

entry 
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resulting from compound nouns or concatenations of 

l morphemes such as particle, suffix, and predicate 

. In most cases, typically in “tensification”, “liaison”, 

alatalization”, and “/n/-insertion”, Korean pronunciation 

ions across morpheme boundaries are different from the 

ions occurring within a morpheme, although they have 

me phonemic context. Cross-morpheme variations need 

odeled differently from within-morpheme variations. 

is paper describes a cross-morpheme pronunciation 

ion model which is especially useful for constructing a 

eme-based pronunciation lexicon for Korean LVCSR. 

mic context together with morphological category and 

eme boundary information affect Korean pronunciation 

ions. To address this problem, we have distinguished 

nciation variations based on the locations such as (1) 

 a morpheme, (2) across a morpheme boundary in a 

und noun, (3) across a morpheme boundary in an 

, and (4) across an eojeol boundary. Our pronunciation 

ion model produces a range of possible phonetic 

riptions according to phonemic contexts and 

ological properties of an input orthographic 

ription. By analyzing phonological variations frequently 

 in spoken Korean, we have derived 816 pronunciation 

based on phonemic contexts and morphological 

ation. We employ the context-dependent multiple 

nciation lexicon, which reflects the pronunciation 

ions across morpheme boundaries. Our experiments 

that modeling cross-morpheme pronunciation variation 

 pronunciation lexicon improves the CSR’s performance.  

is paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces 

haracteristics of Korean pronunciation variations. 

n 3 describes our model for handling cross-morpheme 

nciation variations. In section 4 and 5, we describe the 

aterial and baseline system, followed by experimental 

 and conclusions. 

2. Korean Pronunciation Variations 

 on literature survey [6], we have identified 20 major 

mic rules [3], which explain the phonemic variations 

ntly found in spoken Korean. We have also derived 816 

mic contexts, which can trigger the application of the 

ponding phonemic rules. In most cases, a phonemic 

t is defined as an ordered set of two adjacent 

nants: the final consonant of a syllable and the first 

nant of the next syllable.  

e following discussion shows one of the representative 

mic variations in Korean. 

fication: In Korean, stops in the final consonant 

n generally become tense or geminated before another 

ent. A lenis obstruent onset following any obstruent 



coda at the morpheme boundary in a compound word is 

pronounced as a fortis obstruent. The application of

tensification at a morpheme boundary glues together the

components in a sequence. Tensification is categorized as 

follows [6]:
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Post-obstruent Tensification: For example, 

“beob-dae” (meaning “law school”) 

/beob-ttae/ (the corresponding phonemic transcription) 

Predicate Tensification: For example,

“sin-go” (meaning “wearing”)  /sin-kko/

“gam-gi” (meaning “winding”)  /gam-kki/

Modifier Tensification: When the determiner (or

modifier derived from a verb/adjective) “l” of an eojeol

is followed by another eojeol with a non-unit bound noun, 

the initial consonant of the second eojoel is tensified. For

example,

A

pronu
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“gal-ji” (meaning “whether to go”)  /gal-jji/

Regarding the examples for predicate tensification, if the 

same phonemic configurations occur not at a morpheme 

boundary but within a morpheme, tensification does not

happen. In this case, the resulting phonemic transcriptions are

/sin-go/ for the input “sin-go” (meaning “report”) and /gam-

gi/ for “gam-gi”(meaning “cold”). In other words, the 

phonemic configurations and morphological properties of an

orthographic transcription affect pronunciation variations. For 

example, an eojeol “gam-gi” may be a noun or a combination 

of an eogan1 “gam” and an eomi2 “gi”. When “gam-gi” is a 

noun, its phonemic and phonetic transcriptions are /gam-gi/

(meaning “cold”) and /K AA M G IY/, respectively. When it

is a combination of an eogan and an eomi, its phonemic and 

phonetic transcriptions are /gam-kki/ (meaning “winding”) 

and /K AA M KK IY/, respectively. That is, the first

consonant “g” of the second syllable “gi” is pronounced as 

either /G/ or /KK/ depending on the morphological properties. 

The phonemic configuration also affects pronunciation. The 

first consonant “g” of the first syllable “gam” would be

pronounced as /G/ if the preceding phoneme is a voiced sound.

Therefore, we have 4 possible pronunciations for the word

“gam-gi”.
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Furthermore, some pronunciation variations such as

“vowel shortening of predicative conjugated form”, “/n/-

insertion”, “final consonant /h/-deletion”, and “tensification”, 

are realized differently depending on the morpheme 

categories such as noun, verb, and particle. 
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3.1. Lexical Level Pronunciation Variations

To incorporate a pronunciation variation model at the lexical

level, we use a multiple pronunciation lexicon, which

includes alternative pronunciations for each entry.  Given an 

acoustic evidence A, the goal of speech recognition is to find 

the word sequence W that maximizes the probability P(W|A).

According to the Bayes’ rule, we have

1
Eogan is a root of a verb or adjective in Korean.

2
Eomi is a verb-ending or adjective-ending in Korean.
)W|A()W(maxargŴ
W

PP         (1) 

is given by language model and the acoustic likelihood 

) is computed from acoustic model. If pronunciation 

ions are taken into account, Equation (1) is modified

quation (2), where LW,k is the k-th pronunciation variant 

e word W. The modified equation essentially searches

articular pronunciation variants that maximize the

bility. P(A|LW,k) is the acoustic likelihood of

nciation LW,k.. P(LW,k|W) gives the probability that W is

unced as LW,k.

)W|(L)L|A()W(maxargŴ ,W,W
,W

kk
k

PPP   (2) 

n important distinction that is often drawn in

nciation modeling is between within-morpheme and 

morpheme pronunciation variations. Within-morpheme 

nciation variations can be easily generated based on 

mic configurations. They are usually encoded as the 

rm pronunciation in the lexicon. On the contrary, cross-

eme pronunciation variations depend upon not only

mic configurations but also neighboring morphemes’ 

ries. Table 1 shows how the baseform pronunciation

 JU KQ/ of noun “gyo-yuk” (meaning “education”) 

tes different pronunciations depending upon the 

oring morphemes’ categories and phonemic 

urations.

ble 1. Various phonetic transcriptions of “gyo-yuk”

honetic

nscription

“gyo-yuk”

Examples of morpheme 

concatenations
P(LW,k|W)

 JU G gyo-yuk + i 0.46222

 JU KQ gyo-yuk + gwa 0.40889

 JU KQ sa-hoe + gyo-yuk 0.04444

 JU G cham + gyo-yuk + i 0.03333

 JU KH gyo-yuk + hae 0.02889

 JU NX gyo-yuk + man 0.00667

 JO JU G dae-hak + gyo-yuk  + i 0.00667

 JO JU KQ dae-hak + gyo-yuk 0.00667

 JU NX ui-mu + gyo-yuk + man 0.00222

ross-morpheme Pronunciation Variations

apheme-to-phoneme conversion, cross-morpheme letter 

nces are a major source of ambiguity. In order to encode

morpheme pronunciation variations into pronunciation 

n, our model generates them by applying phonemic 

e rules based upon morpheme boundary information. 

ere are some important observations in describing

morpheme pronunciation variations in Korean: (1)

-morpheme pronunciation variations are clearly

nt from within-morpheme pronunciation variations. 

same phonemic configurations often correspond to

nt pronunciations depending on their location. (2) 

-morpheme pronunciation variations in compound 

are particularly different from those in other 

ological categories. (3) Cross-morpheme pronunciation 

ions at an eojeol boundary within an eonjeol are limited

 following phonemic changes such as “tensification”, 

sertion”, “liaison”, “aspirationalization”, “nasalization

truent”, and “conversion into bilabial or velar sound”. 

 pronunciation variations do not happen at an eojeol



boundary within an eonjeol. Eonjeol is a phonological phrase 

or a unit of pause in spoken Korean. More than one eojeol are 

often uttered without pause to form an eonjeol [6]. Therefore, 

applications of cross-morpheme pronunciation rules depend 

on whether the location is at an eojeol boundary or within an 

eojeol.

Based on these observations, we have classified cross-

morpheme pronunciation variations depending on the location 

of the cross-morpheme as follows:

Between morphemes in an eojeol

noun + subject particle: 

gyo-yuk+i (meaning “education is”)→ gyo-yu+gi

som+i (meaning “cotton is”)→ so+mi

eogan + eomi:

sin+da (meaning “wear”)→ sin+tta

Between morphemes in a compound noun 

noun + noun in a compound noun: 

som+i-bul (meaning “cotton sheet”)→ som+ni-bul

Between morphemes at eojeol boundary in an enjeol:

noun # noun: 

dae-hak # gyo-yuk (meaning “university education”) 

→ dae-hak # kkyo-yuk

adnominal verb-ending # non-unit bound noun: 

l # su (meaning “able to”)→ l # ssu

Here, ‘-’ stands for a syllable boundary, ‘+’ for a morpheme 

boundary, and ‘#’ for an eojeol boundary, respectively. 

3.3. Modeling Cross-morpheme Pronunciation Variations 

This idea is applied to the grapheme-to-phoneme conversion 

in our pronunciation variation generator [3]. It produces a 

phonetic transcription by using a set of finite state automata, 

which transforms an underlying lexical representation to its 

surface representation. Here, the underlying representation 

corresponds to an orthographic transcription and the surface 

representation corresponds to a phonetic transcription. 

Our pronunciation generation algorithm goes through the 

following steps: (1) morphological analysis of an input 

orthographic transcription, (2) applications of 15 obligatory 

phonemic rules according to morphological categories to 

generate a canonical phonemic transcription, (3) applications 

of 5 optional phonemic rules to generate a non-standard 

phonemic transcription that happens frequently in spoken 

Korean, and (4) applications of 3 major allophonic rules to 

generate a phonetic transcription. 

We have modeled 20 major phonemic changes using 816 

subrules, as shown in Table 2. Since phonemic variations 

depend on both morphological category and phonemic 

context, we have augmented phonemic rule automata with the 

scope of the rule application such as ‘E/M/C/I/O/m’ flags.  

‘E’ means that the rule can be applied to eojeol boundary, 

‘M’ to morpheme boundary, ‘C’ to morpheme boundary of a 

compound noun, and ‘I’ to any location within a morpheme, 

respectively. ‘O’ stands for an optional rule and ‘m’ for a 

multiply applicable rule, respectively.  

In Table 2, L3 stands for the last consonant of a syllable, 

R1 for the first consonant of the following syllable, rule #4 

for “liason”, rule #9 for “tensification”, and rule #14 for 

“conversion into bilabial or velar sound”, respectively. Rule 

#14 is an optional rule and can be applied to any location. By 

applying these rules, we can get the right phonemic 
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HCI

funde
ription /sin-ba+reul sin-kko/ from an input text “sin-

ul # sin-go” by applying rules 4.8 and then 14.1 to /sim-

ul”, and rules 9.133 and then 14.9 to /sing-kko/,

tively. 

Table 2. Examples of phonemic change rules. 

emic

text

Change

Code
Scope

R1 L3 R1

Rule

No.
E/M/C/I/O/m

Ø Ø r 4.8 1 1 0 0 0 0 

g n kk 9.133 0 1 1 0 0 1 

b m b 14.1 -

kk ng kk 14.9 -

4. Experimental Results 

ask Material and Baseline 

tic models for speech recognition have been designed 

onstructed for common use on sentences that cover 

s phonological environments and balanced triphones. 

is purpose, 60K phonetically balanced sentences with 

orean morphemes are collected from newspapers and 

oks. The corresponding speech data lasted 100 hours of 

ng time and were produced by 600 speakers.  

Table 3. Statistics of the Samsung PBS DB1.

Count # Total # Unique Average

nce 60,000 60,000 9.2 eojeols

ed eojeol 551,820 170,419 2.1 morphemes

ed morpheme 1,160,597 44,303 1.9 syllables

ble 2,230,845 167,949 -

heme boundary 608,777 - -

e speech signal was sampled at 16KHz and segmented 

5ms frames with each frame advancing every 10ms. 

frame was parameterized by MFCC-based 39-D feature 

 that consists of 12 MFCC parameters and their 

ntial coefficients of 1st and 2nd order, together with 

, and its corresponding time derivatives. Each of the 

 modeled by tied-state triphone CHMM. Each HMM is 

to-right model of five states, each with six mixtures and 

een trained and tested using the Baum-Welch and 

i algorithms [7]. We have used 43K utterances for 

g, 58K sentences for language modeling, and 686 

nces without OOV for testing. In our experiment, the 

n contains less than 40K unique entries. Back-off 

eme bigram is used for language model, which 

xity is 120.87 and network size is 370K (6.92 bits of 

y and 87.88% of bigram hit ratio). 

erformance of Pronunciation Variation Models 

amsung PBS database is orthographically annotated at 

ord level. Since there is no standard large vocabulary 

n pronunciation lexicon available, we have used a 

 recognizer to make a large vocabulary pronunciation 

n. As a reference, handcrafted auditory transcriptions 

K sentences are used to make an initial acoustic model. 

                                                 

 Lab of Samsung Advanced Institute of Technology has 

d our construction of the PBS DB. 



For more accurate training, acoustic models are refined by 

forced Viterbi alignment using pronunciation lexicon 

containing alternative pronunciations. Then the resulting 

phonetic sequence is used to constrain an optimal alignment 

between existing acoustic models and the speech data. 

We used two criteria for performance evaluation. One is 

PER (phone error rate), which is the result of the comparison 

between auditory transcriptions and phonetic transcription 

after forced alignment. The other is WER (word error rate), 

which is actually a morpheme error rate. The baseline 

pronunciation lexicon contains only those within-morpheme 

pronunciation variations, which are derived using phonemic 

contexts only. Therefore, the baseline lexicon contains 

context-dependent alternative pronunciations, but does not 

reflect pronunciation variations at morpheme boundaries. 

Data 2 in Table 4 shows that classifying phonemic contexts 

further using part-of-speech information does not 

significantly improve the performance.  

Table 4. Performance of pronunciation variation models: 

WM stands for within-morpheme variations, POS for 

part-of-speech information, and XM for cross-

morpheme variations, respectively. 

Pronunciation

Lexicon

# of 

entries

PER

(%)

WER

(%)

1 Baseline (WM) 33,398 84.91 23.17

2 WM + POS 33,400 84.97 23.16

3

WM + weak XM 

(the same rules

for WM and XM) 

39,733 93.42 22.42

4 WM+XM 39,722 93.46 22.04

5 WM + XM + POS 39,725 93.49 22.01

6
WM + XM + POS 

+ splitting nouns 
37,398 92.76 22.08

7
WM + XM + POS 

+ modifier tensification 
39,735 93.50 22.14

Data 3 to 7 in Table 4 show the results of reflecting cross-

morpheme pronunciation variations. Data 3 indicate that 

modeling cross-morpheme variations based on phonemic 

contexts by using the same rules that are used for within-

morpheme variations produces an absolute improvement of 

0.74% in WER and 8.51% in PER. This implies the 

usefulness of a cross-morpheme pronunciation variation 

model. As shown in Data 4, when we applied different rules 

to model within-morpheme and cross-morpheme variations, 

an absolute improvement of 0.38% in WER from Data 3 is 

achieved. This means distinguishing cross-morpheme 

variations from within-morpheme variations is of the utmost 

importance. In this study, we found out that these are actually 

47 phonemic contexts having different rules among all rules. 

Data 5 shows that the best performance in WER is achieved 

when POS information is used together with a cross-

morpheme pronunciation variation model. Data 6 explains 

that splitting compound nouns produces no improvement in 

WER except a reduction in lexicon size. Data 7 shows that 

applying ‘modifier tensification’ compulsorily at eojeol

boundary produces the best PER, but leads to a deterioration 

in WER, because the added variants can be confused with 

other lexical entries.

In
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 summary, compared to the baseline performance, 

 reduction of WER is obtained by a cross-morpheme 

nciation variation model with a phonemic-context-

dent multiple pronunciation lexicon, whereas 8.59% 

vement in PER is obtained by a cross-morpheme 

nciation variation model applying ‘modifier 

cation’ compulsorily at eojeol boundaries.

5. Conclusions 

ve described a cross-morpheme pronunciation variation 

 which is especially useful for constructing morpheme-

 pronunciation lexicon for Korean LVCSR. The best 

was obtained when we distinguished cross-morpheme 

ions from within-morpheme variations and used a 

mic-context-dependent multiple pronunciation lexicon. 

ver, we found out that adding pronunciation variants to 

exicon usually introduces new errors because the 

sability within the lexicon increases. For this reason, 

al selection of pronunciation variants is important. An 

us criterion for variants selection is the frequency of 

ence. Besides absolute and relative frequency, many 

ion criteria such as entropy and likelihood can be used 

o further dwell this topic, we intend to deal with 

ts selection approach to improve the performance of 

n LVCSR.
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